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Overview
In this document, we want to give you an overview of the Style in Greylight 2142: The Prelude.
This should help you with already getting a feel for what kind of world we want to create and help
you prepare costumes for it.

Core Concepts

General Aesthetic
InGreylight 2142: The Prelude, we want to create a classic, vibrant Cyberpunk world. There will be
(fake) black leather, Tech-Wear and augmentations as well as neon lights, punk style and street
aesthetic.
The world itself is grungy and dirty - white and clean surfaces is only something you’d see in the
upper echelons of a corporate tower.
Organic Materials like wood and leather are incredibly expensive and are usually replaced by
aluminium, plastic and other fake materials.
We want to create a world in which diversity is a fact of life and completely normalized -
everyone has their own style and that is how it should be.

Sexualization
We want a world where everyone can be badass. There are no clear roles or even rules for
different genders and society has progressed to a point where what would be considered a
liberal view nowadays is the norm. Therefore, your character's gender will pose no boundaries on
how you express yourself in terms of costume.

Traditionally, classical Cyberpunk aesthetic is known for a hyper-sexualized aesthetic, especially
of women. This is something we clearly do not want to be a theme at Greylight 2142. In our
world, everyone can dress any way they want and nobody will interpret any sexual intention into
it. Please consider this when putting together your costume - aim for expressing your style and
identity, not at appearing hot. Furthermore - there is no defined beauty standard - everyone has
their own style.
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Technology
As in most cyberpunk worlds, technology is prevalent in the day-to-day life of everyone and the
most basic versions of everything, from Cyberware to Smart Computers are accessible to
everyone.

Smartphones
In the game, you’ll use an app to interact with the world and each other (your ID, credits and
messaging systems) will be on there. Hence you will use your normal smartphones - it is not
required but would be cool if you modify it in a way to fit better in the grungy cyberpunk world
where technology is visible.

Cyberware - https://www.pinterest.de/greylight2142/cyberware/
With a world where technology is prevalent, everyone can repair, modify or even improve
themselves at relative low cost (think: Smartphones nowadays) - if you want a character that has
cyberware - go for it.
Usually - the cheaper the cyberware is, the more clunky it is -- an Ork Street Ganger would likely
have huge bulky Cyberware dripping with oil that malfunctions constantly, whereas the Head of
Black Ops for Megacorp would have sleek internal nanoware, only visible by a small led poking
out of their skull.

When using Cyberware, try thinking about what it actually does  - here’s a few ideas how that
could reflect in the placement on your body:

● On your skull is cyberware that assists your memory and logical capabilities
● On  you neck or spine are devices that increase your reflexes
● On your arms and hands is tech that increases your strength
● Around your eyes will help your vision with magnifying or recording
● On your hand or fingers is tech that helps you with hacking and tinkering

Combat Cyberware
If you want a character that is actively using their cyberware in a fight, you will get a small bonus
for that (though fighting in Greylight 2142 is still a collaborative process).
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Weapons

Melee
As to our safety guidelines, you are only allowed to use foam weapons (optionally with fibre
cores and optional latex coating). It is expected that these are safe according to common safety
rules in larp - you will be responsible for the safety of your own weapons.

Other than that, feel free to have everything from baseball bats to knives and the optional katana
(if that fits your character)

Guns
https://www.pinterest.de/greylight2142/items/weapons/
Weapons are a big part of the Cyberpunk Genre - for them, there are a few considerations to be
taken in Greylight 2142.

Allowed weapons are Dart Blasters from the brands NERF or BuzzBee. It is not allowed to
power-tune the weapons, however they should be visually modded to make them feel like they
are part of the world.

As for ammunition you are only allowed to use ammunition provided by us. The ammo provided
will be NERF Glowstrike Darts.
These darts can glow if they are charged with UV light - there are several guns that already have
that capability, and it is possible to modify others to have it too. However - this is not required,
but looks amazing.

Occurence of guns & licensing

Not everyone in the game has a gun - in fact, most characters won’t have a gun. The reason for
this is that for a gun, you need a license and while you can fake one or just try to risk it, normal
people rarely do.
Being caught with a gun and no license will result in at least a heavy fine and the confiscation of
your gun.
Characters that likely have a gun:

● Criminals (Unlicensed)
● Private Security (Licensed)
● People running a business in a shady area (very unlicensed)
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Character Types
There are different character types in Greylight 2142: The Prelude - for most of them you’ll get a
handout that specifies more about their role in society and how they came to be. This section
should give you a rough idea on what the aesthetics for these are.

Humans
https://www.pinterest.de/greylight2142/humans/
Humans are the normal, run-of-the-mill people. They are everything from poor to rich and will
come in all shapes, sizes and colors.

Mages
https://www.pinterest.de/greylight2142/mages/
Mages are a bit more special than your “normal” humans.
Human mages prefer long coats often embellished with
individual paintings or led-signs and stand-up collars to cover
their magic linings.
As a mage player, several things are required of you:

Wearing a registration plaque
All registered mages will receive a plaque marking them as
such. This will be provided by us.

A UV light source
For the magic mechanics in the game, you will need to be able to shine UV light on your makeup
or on the markings in the game space. For this you will need a light source -- this can be anything
from a simple UV torch to a fancy integrated light into a leather glove.
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Make Up
An unmistakable sign of a magic user are the white lines visible on their face or hands, which
will glow when magic is performed. The make-up needs to fulfill several things:

● Be visible (in your face or on your hands/arms) -- we want other players to know that you
are a mage. If your character's identity is still hidden, you may wear a scarf or long
sleeved hoodies.

● Be UV-reactive to show that magic is being used. Any white make up should work for this,
but make sure to test it out. As an example: most bleached white paper is UV-Reactive and
glows visibly unter UV light.

● Have your magic symbol in it. Every mage player will receive a unique magical symbol
which makes them identifiable (by the BMCI for instance). This symbol needs to be
somewhere within the make-up lines -- it may be surrounded by lots of other symbols and
lines but it must be visible. See the examples below to get a feeling for how these might
look.
Along with your character’s symbol, we will send you specific rules about how you can
adapt and integrate it.

Symbol examples - not in the game
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Orks
https://www.pinterest.de/greylight2142/orks/
In the world of Greylight, it is widely believed that Orks were created from a genetic lab accident -
however, they have all the looks of what we know nowadays from fantasy orks - deformed faces,
strange colorations, sharp teeth (optional).
As an Ork, you’ll be expected to wear at least some form of prosthetics to make this look
happen.

Orks come in a lot of shapes, sizes and colors. The skin colors we use for Orks are based on your
own skin color, which results in the following spectrum:
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You might notice that all of these tend on the lighter/more colorful side of the spectrum. While
we realize that a lot of common practices are to have darker skinned Orks, we want to distance
ourselves from this trope. There are many humans today, in the real world, that face the issues
our Orks are facing. As a sign of respect we don’t want to further the image of the “dark skinned
outcast”.

Ork Chains
A big part of orkish culture are their Kror chains. They reflect their own story and hence their
perceived status in the world. There is no one way to wear the chains and the tokens, but every
Ork who sees themselves part of the culture wears them - although some may try to hide them
to “fit in”.
You can come up with your own designs for chains, fitting your character, but here are some
inspirations:
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You can find single images in a higher resolution in the Greylight Graphics Pack.

The chains must fulfill some criteria:
● Visible when talking to a person.
● Somewhere around the head or chest area.
● Space for various tokens (high status characters will have around 10-12, low status more

like 1-3)

The tokens can be all kinds of small pieces, each representing a story of your character - we will
have some trinkets on site, but please bring some of your own. They will be piled up and awarded
to each other during the workshop.
Examples: broken cyberware, coins, bones, vial with teeth or hair, clan/kror symbol, wire figures,
screws/washers, jewelry, patches, mechanical tools, toys/miniatures, electronic components,
android parts, keys, origami … everything that can be associated with a story.
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Elves
https://www.pinterest.de/greylight2142/elves/
Contrary to other fantasy worlds, elves in greylight are not necessarily
the slim, tender, skinned beings we know. But by definition, an elf in
greylight is perfect - however they look - the moment you see them
they will be your beauty ideal.

Every elf player should make use of at least some make-up. Elves have
near flawless skin and very pronounced features - nearly over-real.

The typical optical trademark of elves are the pointy ears. These ears
are not part of the genetic transformation itself, but are made during a
beauty surgery during the elfification.

In addition to this, an elf is never dirty or untidy - where most others have at least some level of
grime on them, elves take meticulous care to be clean - wearing very light or delicate colors to
support that.

Magic
All elves have magical powers. This means that all Elves need to fulfill similar requirements as
Human mages:

UV Light Source
Elves need to have some form of UV light source to use when they use magic - this can be a
simple UV torch but could als be something more fancy (like a glove with integrated UV light)

UV Makeup
Elves wear similar patterns to human mages, you will get your magic symbol from the organizers.
Contrary to human mages, Elves use UV activated make-up - this is not visible when not using
magic, only once the UV light shines on them.
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Androids
https://www.pinterest.de/greylight2142/androids/
Visually, androids will be very challenging to portray. Androids should
clearly not be human and either strive for the “uncanny valley” or be all
together completely mechanical.
Generally, a lot depends on the players themselves -- some will want to
try and look more human, while others are going the other direction,
aesthetically.

For androids, there are a few mandatory elements to your costume:

Face Mask
You should wear at least a partial face mask to disguise your human
features. The goal here is to hide your emotions, make it harder for
others to read you and add some vagueness to your play.
If you cannot wear a face mask for medical reasons, please try to find
other ways to get to that “uncanny valley” effect and get in touch with us.

Gloves
As human fingers tend to be meaty and not android-like at all, wearing gloves is mandatory for
Android players.

Maintenance Plug
Maintenance (and hacking) access to androids is done via a cable that is plugged into their head
(we recommend somewhere at your temple). The cables have a magnet at the end and need
something to attach to. The plugs should be:

● At least 1cm wide.
● Have a magnetic element (not a magnet! itself) in them (for instance a washer)
● Have some rigidity to them (so the magnet can be removed again safely)
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Groups
There are different groups in the game, most of them have a color scheme. This makes the
characters look and feel like they are part of the same group and makes them easily identifiable
by other players.
We’ve put together some rules that you can follow to create a look in line with the faction. While
it would be awesome if everyone would stick to it, they are of course not mandatory to follow -
just try to keep them in mind - especially try to avoid using primary colors of other factions too
heavily.
Some characters, like those working for the (of course not officially existing) Black Ops
departments of major corporations might not want to broadcast their allegiance too openly,
which is fine too.

Description
Our color scheming has four major concepts, all of which are described here:

Base Color

This is the underlying color for the group, some groups also have specific patterns here. Black
always works but it would be a shame to have a cyberpunk world with only black leather.
For some extra colorful appearance, you can even use the primary color as a base color.

Primary Color

This is the main color of a group. It should be the most visible color in your appearance, be it
through clothing, accessories, tattoos, cyberware or neon lights.

Secondary Color

You may use this color (less than the primary color) for some extra details and to give contrast.

Tertiary Color

This is a third option to use if you want more colors for your costumes. It works well for really
small details like glowing lines on your clothing or jewelry.

Logo

Using the group logos in some way is always awesome. To help with that, we’ve put together all
the Source Logos in a Greylight Graphics Pack for easy access. Please only use them for the
game and do not share this link.
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Color schemes for fractions

A PDF version of the chart can be found in the Greylight Graphics Pack.
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Examples

We realize that all of this can seem a bit overwhelming at first. You can see it more like a toolbox
from which you can pick and choose than a vastly restrictive system. To help you with
understanding the possibilities, we’ve put together some color examples to showcase it in action.

Higher resolution images and a few variations of the Styles can be found in the Greylight
Graphics Pack.
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